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 You’ An inspiring nail memorial showcases a lot more than 500 styles, arranged thematically. From
stripes, chevrons, and blooms to glitter, gemstones, foils, and trompe l’oeil effects, this fun reference
gives hundreds of great designs to copy or have professionally done: every one will work on either
true or fake nails.This popular guide to nail art features the coolest trends in fingertip fashion!ll learn
techniques; how-tos for adding adornments, and new methods for stenciling, stamping, and three-
dimensional work. Nail art is a fabulous way to make your own private statement, and turn your
fingernails into the hottest style accessory around.
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 You will surely discover something in this publication you will like This is very best for the beginner
wanting to learn nail art This is very best for the beginner attempting to learn nail art. Beautiful
designs.. We was picturing a book that taught some different nail art techniques or techniques to
the trade.... Would cope with them again. I would borrow this reserve from the library instead of
purchasing it... Happy with my purchase. This is a disappointing book I purchased it because I .or
possibly if you discover it used at a great deal. In any other case, I am confident you can be slightly
disappointed... One Star Was disappointed with this reserve... Many designs are actually far out
however there are lots of that are for the average indivdual. I desire I was a better artist .. This is a
disappointing book I purchased it because I was wishing that it could show me exactly how the
nails are done instead it was just pictures of nails already completed Four Stars Very nice book for
nail concepts. Wonderful examples! Nail Art Great book, lots of web sites listed in the back.. Great
pictures, was hoping for even more detailed instructions. Should try to learn how to utilize the
brushes to attain the designs. Nail art Great nail art reserve. Wonderful examples!Not really what I
was hoping for. Some people make it look so easy, having the reserve has helped my pathetic
attempt on nail artwork. Its nice to possess in the store too. Customers get ideas from it.I desire I
was an improved artist so I could do a better job at painting the styles. Giving one to my grand
daughters and something to my child. They like them, well packaged, fast shipping.instead this is a
collection of photographs of manicured nails and not very exciting. Two Stars No instructions, just
photos of very poorly done nail art.. It had been just pictures, no instructions or tutorials Good for
ideas. Lots of guidelines.
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